BASKETBALL POST SEASON MEETING
The Basketball Advisory meeting of Tuesday, April 4, 2017, took place at the San Diego Hall of
Champions.
Conferences not represented at meeting: Southern Boys and Girls, City Boys, Coastal Boys and
Girls, Imperial and Southeastern Boys and Girls.
Guests present: Mt Miguel and Lincoln Head Boys Basketball Coaches
Information and discussion took place on several items. Highlights from the information
distributed and discussion are noted below:
OFFICIALS CONCERNS/ RULE CHANGES:
CITY AND NORTH COUNTY OFFICIALS ASSOCIATIONS WERE PRESENT
 Officials remarked about non-payment for tournaments and would like the section’s
help in getting schools to pay-off tournament bills from December.
 Reminder that officials should be off limits to all parties after the contest in their
dressing rooms. A few incidents occurred this year and officials would like to remind
coaches of this for next year.
 Clarification about camouflage uniforms was asked of the officials as well as wearing
uniforms that were illegal. A question was also raised concerning the CIF and how many
years’ teams are granted with a waiver to correct their uniform issue. Those are usually
only granted for a one season period.
 Coaches asked the CIF office to remind administration that they need to stay until the
site has been cleared to assist with parents that want to speak to officials and their own
staff with concerns at the conclusion of the game.

CIFSDS INFORMATION:
 Coaches were given handouts about the proposed switch from CIFSD power rankings to
Max Prep rankings. After discussion, a vote was taken and it was decided that in the
sport of basketball they would switch from CIFSDS power rankings to Max Preps
rankings effective 2017-18 season.
 The section office has requested that coaches still post schedules and score on the
campus site so that we have the ability to cross reference schedules and scores like we
used to do in reverse with the CIFSDS power rankings
 A handout was given also reflecting the current 5 year rankings for divisional placement
versus the proposed change to a 3 year cycle which would be weighted 50% for the
current year 30% for year 2 and 20% year 3.
 This will be voted on in May and teams will have changes made once approved by the
Board of Managers as a change in the Green Book.
 Lengthy discussion on selections of all CIFSDS teams and those chosen to select those
teams. The section office will review the process and make some changes as necessary.

